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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent technological innovations hold considerable promise for the Defense Technical Information Center's document database publication activities. Solid state image scanning, image to digital text conversion, optical disk mass storage, and high-speed electronic printing can revolutionize DTIC's present labor-intensive document handling procedures and can improve both the quality and production time for DTIC products.

Each of these technologies has been developing independently and has recently matured to the point at which full-scale production use may be viable. Production operation involves meshing of the components into a fully integrated and coordinated system. To accomplish this integration, it is necessary to accommodate the individual limitations of the state-of-the-art components which are used, and to superimpose an executive control function to coordinate information flow among them and to allow them to work in unison.

DTIC has tasked Anamet Laboratories to review DTIC's current operations and to provide a realistic assessment of the potential improvements that these new technologies can provide. The outcome of that review is contained in this document. It provides an approach and system architecture which will permit a staged implementation of this technology within the framework of the current DTIC work flow. While the emphasis in this effort has been on reducing labor-intensive manual keystroking operations presently in use, the proposed system provides an open ended approach that will interface easily with both existing and future DTIC operations.
1 INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the results of a requirements study performed by Anamet Laboratories for the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) under Task 4.2-28 of the Aerospace Structures Information and Analysis Center (ASIAC). The study defines the requirements for a pilot system that integrates Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and database management technology to provide a cost-effective means of bringing paper-based documents into an online database. This online information is then subsequently loaded into the Defense RDT&E On Line System (DROLS). The primary initial goal of the pilot system is to improve DTIC’s efficiency in the labor-intensive keystroking operations that are presently used to transform paper-based information into online data. At the same time, the pilot system provides an extendable baseline for meeting the longer term goals DTIC has envisioned for its Electronic Document System (EDS) [1].

In defining requirements for the pilot system, an important initial step was to study the current DTIC document processing work flow. This study provided a guide for determining the optimum pilot system implementation approach, so as to maximize benefits while minimizing disruption to existing procedures. Anamet’s previous work on related Air Force document management problems was also brought to bear in defining both the pilot system requirements and an initial system for demonstration and evaluation.

The following section describes how the generic components of a document acquisition system can be tailored to meet specific DTIC requirements. The resulting pilot system architecture reflects the findings of the work flow study, input from DTIC personnel, Anamet’s experience in related Air Force projects, and the realistic constraints of the state-of-the-art technology.

2 DOCUMENT ACQUISITION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

Recent technological advances now make it feasible to assemble a comprehensive system to bring offline documents into an online database. This document acquisition system can be assembled primarily using commercially available components. Some of the rapidly maturing technologies that can contribute to a document acquisition system include:

- Image scanners
- Optical Character Recognition (OCR) devices
- Image processing software and hardware
- Database management software
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- Local Area Networks (LAN)  
- Optical Storage Devices

These components are available from a variety of manufacturers, and their costs vary across a wide spectrum depending on the level of capability required in the assembled system.

2.1 Generic System Components

A generic configuration of a document acquisition system can be considered to consist of the five basic components shown in Figure 1. The input component provides the means for documents to enter the system; for DTIC, these documents are paper-based forms, and they enter the system as page images. The conversion component provides the means to transform these page images to a computer-readable form: ASCII text. A verification, or proof editing, pass on the text that results from this automated process forms an important part of the total conversion process. The computer-based documents that result from the input and conversion processes must then be loaded into the database and stored online.

For the initial stages of the DTIC pilot system, captured documents will be "dynamic" in nature, changing as they pass through the DTIC work flow, and magnetic disk is the preferred storage medium. For longer term DTIC applications which deal with "static" unchanging documents, optical disk storage is a feasible alternative. The retrieval component of the system provides the means to locate and retrieve any document, using a variety of methods. Finally, the overall flow through the input, conversion, storage and retrieval components is controlled from a master document control subsystem. This control component provides the central point of access for all system users, tracks document progress as it flows through the system, and screens user access to the evolving central library.

2.2 Tailoring the Technology to DTIC Requirements

The generic components described above must be assembled in a system that is tailored to the document input flow at DTIC. It is important to note, however, that most of the individual hardware and software components that comprise the system are available off-the-shelf. The manner in which these components are assembled to form an integrated system provides the customized solution to meet specific document processing requirements.

DTIC's primary need is to reduce labor-intensive keystroking operations presently used to process forms-based paper documents. Within this scope, the primary form being addressed is the DD1473. The DD1473 provides catalog information on each Technical Report (TR), and it is supplied to DTIC as a bound page inside each report. In addition, DTIC desires the system to be capable of handling other relevant forms-based information, including the DTIC271 (Independent R & D Data Sheet)
Figure 1: Document Acquisition System Components
and DD1498 (Research and Technology Work Unit Summary) forms, and the Program Element Descriptive Summary (PEDS). Note that, at present, all information contained on the DD1473 and other forms is manually entered into DTIC databases. This keystroked data goes through extensive checking and modification as it flows through the document input process.

DTIC's desire to minimize disruption to the present work flow is a key driver in customizing the system configuration. The intent is to apply the new technology selectively to key DTIC operations, and to gradually migrate more staff and operations online over time. To minimize the disruption, an in-depth knowledge of the DTIC document processing is required. Candidate configurations are examined to determine their adequacy to mesh with all of the detailed steps performed by DTIC personnel in transposing forms-based information into accurate online data for entry into the Technical Report (TR) database. Some of the parameters that enter into the evaluation of candidate configurations include:

1. Document throughput, present versus projected
2. Document volume, per DTIC document processing cycle
3. Skill level of personnel available to perform various functions
4. Separation of data entry functions from cognitive indexing functions
5. System supportability and extendability

These parameters are then balanced with the realistic limitations of the hardware and software components, as well as system cost, to arrive at the proposed configuration.

2.3 Previous Work On MAIRS

As a previous task under its ASIAC contract, Anamet Laboratories developed a prototype "assembly line" system for bringing paper-based Military Standards into an online searchable database. This effort was called MAIRS (MIL-STD Automated Indexing and Retrieval System) [2,3,4]. A baseline system architecture was defined to integrate OCR and database management technologies, and a prototype system was assembled to demonstrate the basic system concepts.

Concepts which were developed under the MAIRS effort provide a foundation for the DTIC pilot system. In addition, the knowledge gained in development work for MAIRS provides an invaluable step up the "learning curve" in providing integrated solutions to document management problems. For example, when MAIRS was begun, only one OCR device was available that had the necessary flexibility for incorporation into a fully integrated document acquisition system, and Anamet Laboratories acted as a "beta" test site in adapting it to MAIRS. In addition, extensive evaluations were performed of database/document management systems and optical disk storage systems in support of MAIRS.
The MAIRS project has therefore provided Anamet and the DoD with a prototype system for document acquisition, as well as the ability to define clearly what is and is not feasible in a variety of rapidly maturing technologies. This experience provides a starting point for the DTIC pilot system and an unbiased knowledge base upon which to make informed implementation decisions.

3 DTIC PILOT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The DTIC pilot system is designed to operate in the production DTIC environment and should provide a significant increase in efficiency by reducing manual keystroking operations. Its form and functionality are guided by the complex document processing steps used by DTIC, as well as the limitations of the state-of-the-art technology used in the system. The pilot system will be implemented in a staged manner, to provide for DTIC evaluation of its performance, and to minimize disruption to the current DTIC workflow.

Figure 2 provides a very broad overview of DTIC processing of Technical Reports. The pilot system will address the part of this document processing which transforms information delivered to DTIC on a DD1473 form into online data in preparation for entry into the TR database. The Stage I pilot system focuses on data entry operations, and the Stage II system extends to increase efficiency in the cognitive indexing and administrative functions through increased access to online data.

3.1 DTIC Pilot System Functionality

Figure 3 illustrates how the pilot system functions. Paper-based forms are brought online initially as page images, using a commercially available image scanner. Such devices allow page scanning of bound material (much like a photocopy machine) so that the DD1473 need not be separated from the TR. An adjustable set of "zones" is
used to identify areas on the page image that correspond to database fields in the central library. The image in each zone is then passed to an OCR device that converts the image to digital (ASCII) text. All character recognition is performed in a background mode, and when it is complete for a particular document, the central controller makes the "raw" character interpretation available to operators for verification.

The verification process is a key element in the flow. Because of smudges, distortion or poor document quality, the OCR device cannot always properly interpret as characters the image which it sees. A verification, or proof editing, pass is required to correct any deficiencies in the OCR interpretation. The verification is performed online. The software automatically positions the cursor at each character in the converted text for which conversion was less than certain, and shows the operator an image of the original page in the immediate vicinity. Operators can overtype or take other corrective action as desired, pressing a single key to advance to the next area that needs attention when they are through. Intervening portions of the form, however lengthy, are skipped. Operators only make corrections; the system flags and searches for the errors automatically. The verification operation represents a significantly less labor intensive process than does manual keystroke entry. The verified document is then passed back to the central library for storage.

At this point, all the information available from the DD1473 is available for loading into the database. The information has been verified by operators who would previously have performed keystroking. A mapping between zones on the form and fields on electronic cards in the central library database permits the verified data to be loaded automatically, as shown in Figure 4. No manual database entry is required. Additional modifications to the document, such as may be required for subsequent DTIC processing, take place after the OCR verification pass, and before final release of the information for inclusion in the TR database.

3.2 Staged Implementation Approach

The DTIC pilot system will be implemented in a staged manner, each stage building on the work of previous stages. An enhanced version of the prototype system developed for the MAIRS effort is considered to be Stage 0, since it provides a demonstration of many of the concepts necessary for the full pilot. The Stage I system will concentrate on the immediate task of reducing the volume of keystroke operations presently performed by DTIC. The Stage I system is designed to maximize the impact on DTIC's efficiency in the input process, while minimizing the disruption to current work flow. Follow-on stages are envisioned to make use of existing software capability to more fully automate the input process, to provide administrative reports and control over this process, and to expand access to the system.

3.2.1 Stage 0 System

The demonstration system developed under the MAIRS effort (see Section 2.3) was enhanced to apply more directly to the DTIC effort under ASIAC Task 4.2-28. The
Figure 3: Pilot System Document Processing Flow
Figure 4: Auto-loading of Database Fields from Forms
resulting configuration is termed the Stage 0 DTIC pilot system, and it was successfully demonstrated at DTIC during July 1987.

The Stage 0 system is entirely IBM/PC-based, and consists of a single workstation to perform scanning, OCR conversion, verification editing, database loading, and retrieval functions. Custom user-designed electronic card forms were demonstrated, matching the different types of hardcopy forms which were scanned. Automated loading of the electronic cards from hardcopy forms was demonstrated for the DD1473, DTIC271 and DD1498. Many of these operations will take place at physically separate workstations in the Stage I and subsequent pilot systems. The Stage 0 system provides a real working prototype and serves to demonstrate some of the key concepts involved in subsequent pilot systems, including:

1. Smooth integration of OCR hardware, control software, and database software.
2. Direct database loading of forms-based information.
3. An extendable workstation concept.
4. Verification (proof editing) of scanned documents, tuned to the type of database field being examined.
5. Significant throughput increase over manual keystroke operations.

3.2.2 Stage I System

In Stage I, while some technology and work flow issues remain to be resolved, it is recommended that most of the paper-based work flow currently in use at DTIC be retained. The key difference in operation is that data are actually collected online via scanning and OCR equipment, then accumulated in a central database. The paper documents currently used for keyword assignment and other document processing activities will still be used, but will be generated from this database as output reports. The intent is to retain the work flow of the majority of DTIC personnel exactly as at present, while integrating the system components and bringing them up to production levels. In Stage I, only the personnel currently involved with keystroking and direct inquiry against the Current File (the file of documents being processed in the current cycle) will have direct contact with the system. Others who are currently using paper will continue to do so.

3.2.3 Stage II System

In Stage II, DTIC personnel who are currently operating on paper will be brought online as appropriate, on a phased basis. Routing of paper-based information will be supplanted by direct access to the online data. Various offline data structures against which DTIC personnel crosscheck the documents being processed will be brought online as well. The online generation of MiniMAD data (the output product of Stage I) can
be expanded so that the header tapes and other outputs used in microfiche production can also be generated directly from the database.

In subsequent stages, the system can be expanded to support microfiche production and printing of full documents. The use of optical disk mass storage to complement microfiche generation is an area with high potential for favorable impact on DTIC users, as the full text of documents can be made available online.

3.3 DTIC Pilot System Components

Figure 5 shows an overview of the pilot system architecture. Individual workstations are monitored and/or controlled by the Master Document Control Subsystem (MDCS). The MDCS screens user and data access to the central library and monitors the document status as it moves from a pure image form, through character recognition, through the verification process, and through supplemental manual cataloging and indexing. Document input scanning and verification are accomplished at workstations. Other workstations are used to perform general purpose data entry and administrative functions.

3.3.1 Control Software

The control software, resident on a super microcomputer, will be CADEX, a commercial product of Database Applications, Inc. The combination of the super microcomputer, CADEX, and supplemental interface software forms the MDCS.

CADEX is an electronic card catalog. User-defined electronic cards are used to capture, store, and retrieve database information, and to point to documents which the cards may reference. Security features within CADEX regulate access to the documents and cards under its control, and a combination of its standard features provide full traceability for documents as they proceed through the system. CADEX offers a wide range of retrieval mechanisms for both experienced and inexperienced users. All card fields are fully indexed, and retrieval can be based on words or fragments within any field, or on keywords from a fully-linked broader and narrower term thesaurus. CADEX offers an efficient off-the-shelf solution to the MDCS control, indexing and retrieval requirements.

3.3.2 Workstations

Document input and modification will be accomplished at specially tailored workstations. The workstations are based on the IBM PC and use Database Applications' MicroCADEX to communicate with and exchange information with the MDCS. MicroCADEX provides the common user interface for each workstation. Underlying software for operation of scanners and verification editing of OCR'd documents is invoked automatically through this simple menu-oriented environment.

A scanning workstation will be used to capture page images. It will be tied directly to a flatbed image scanner through a high-speed communications link. The images
Figure 5: DTIC Pilot System Architecture
that are brought in at this workstation will be "matched" to the type of form being
scanned, as illustrated in Figure 4, so that zones on the page can be cross referenced
to the appropriate electronic card field. Anamet–supplied software will be used to
interface the image scanner with the OCR device described in Section 3.3.3.

Following the OCR conversion, the proof editing pass will be performed on a verifi-
cation workstation. Anamet–supplied software will be used to perform the verification
operation and to exchange the resulting text information with the underlying database
management/control software.

Other workstations will be less specialized in their orientation, and will provide
general purpose tools for accessing the online information contained in the central
library. Since the pilot system will address only textual information (no graphics), this
workstation can have more limited software and hardware features than the scanning
and verification workstations.

Workstations are connected through a local area network and can be physically
located as needed in the DTIC work flow.

3.3.3 Optical Character Recognition

Optical character recognition is performed by a Recognition Server, a commercial prod-
uct of the Palantir Corporation. The Recognition Server will be resident as a device
on the local area network. CADEX tracks document images which enter the system at
the scanning workstation and passes them to the Recognition Server for OCR. The un-
verified results from the Recognition Server are recaptured by CADEX for subsequent
proofing at verification workstations.

3.3.4 Local Area Network (LAN)

An Ethernet LAN will be used for communication between the workstations and the
MDCS, and for transferring document images and ASCII text. Ethernet communica-
tions is supported by the wide variety of hardware assembled for the pilot system,
including the super microcomputer, workstations, and Recognition Server.

3.3.5 Image Processing

Image manipulation and enhancement are necessary to provide effective tools for deal-
ing with real–world forms and documents. Completely software–based solutions to
these functions and to image compression/decompression are generally too slow for
the anticipated production requirements at DTIC. For this reason, the pilot system
development effort includes integration of a hardware solution to these problems using
a PC–based Raster Image Processor (RIP) board.

3.3.6 Storage

The initial pilot system will acquire and track forms–based information for subsequent
entry into the TR database. Its storage capacity is dictated by the number of doc-
Military structures anticipated in a single update cycle at DTIC. Additionally, the information contained within the database is highly dynamic in nature, requiring verification, editing and additions. For these reasons, magnetic disk storage is recommended for the pilot system. The system, as designed, can accommodate optical storage media in concert with longer-term EDS goals.

4 TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION WITHIN DTIC DOCUMENT WORK FLOW

DTIC has tasked Anamet Laboratories with reviewing DTIC's current cataloging operations and assessing the impacts of the new technologies on them. The primary objective has been to identify impact areas within the existing operations and to improve throughput in those areas judged critical. Changes made to satisfy the primary objective must provide a clear migration path toward longer term DTIC EDS goals. The emphasis to date has been to limit the initial impact of the technology to those operations where its benefits are immediately needed, without affecting the daily activities of staff in other areas.

In its review, Anamet has utilized data developed by DTIC in past efforts in combination with interviews with cognizant DTIC personnel. DTIC studies which have proved particularly useful include those performed by the Logistics Management Institute [5,6] and Randy Bixby [7]. These studies formed a foundation on which to build a “straw man” model, which was then discussed at length with the DTIC personnel responsible for the key operational areas. The resulting flow diagrams represent, to our best understanding, a consensus of all parties regarding actual operations.

The emphasis presented here is on the processing of Technical Reports. TR's represent DTIC's primary workload by volume, and they pass through all processing stages shown in the diagrams. By contrast, DTIC271, DD1498, and PEDS entries are processed in small batches and are not subject to all the processing activities shown in the diagrams. From the process flow perspective, they can be thought of as a subset, with a TR-based comparison between current and projected processing being valid for them as well.

The diagrams focus on the comparison between current operations and those that would result with application of the candidate technologies. Documents and descriptive forms generally flow from left to right in the diagrams as they move through the system, and the light grey areas in the Stage I diagrams show the processing operations that are affected by the proposed technology.

4.1 Current Document Processing Operations

Figures 6 through 11 diagram the processing steps affecting Technical Reports (TR) submitted to DTIC for inclusion in the TR database. Figure 6 shows the document flow in overview and Figures 7 through 11 show operations within each of the major DTIC organizational branches.
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Figure 11: Current Database Support Branch Work Flow
In overview (Figure 6), documents enter the system through DTIC's Mailroom, along with the DD1473 or other forms describing their content. Information from the DD1473, as supplied by the source of the document, provides the foundation for the TR data entry. As DTIC's cataloging personnel review the document, they supplement and adjust the information from the DD1473 to formulate the record that will eventually become part of the TR database. The document flows with the developing record throughout processing to serve as a reference, and is sent to the Micrographics Division to be recorded on microfiche after all data analysis has been completed. Each microfiche carries header information identifying it with its TR database record, and this header information is supplied on tape to Micrographics for use during filming. The microfiched document becomes part of the permanent film library, and the TR database record for it makes it accessible to users. During initial micrographic processing, microfiche copies are made for users participating in the Automatic Document Distribution (ADD) program.

Looking inside each of the major divisional boundaries (Figures 7 through 11), operating details relevant to scanning technology application become visible.

4.1.1 Mailroom (Receiving)

In the Mailroom, each document receives a stamped receipt date and sequence number. While the sequence number is not used by the other DTIC branches, it allows the Mailroom to associate duplicate copies of the document (which it has retained during processing) with the copy that has been sent through for processing. The permanent accession number under which the document will be filed in the TR database is not assigned until selection and various categorization decisions are made.

4.1.2 Selection Section

Selection Section personnel decide if the document meets requirements for inclusion in the TR database. Because deficiencies in the document's legibility or distribution list may have to be remedied by the document's supplier, documents can be held for as long as a month while correspondence with the source is exchanged. Documents not in accord with DTIC's mission or selection criteria may also be rejected at this stage, and a cursory duplicate check is performed to identify documents already in the database. Documents that exhibit no deficiencies can flow through the Selection Section's activities in one day, but those that are held may remain for as long as a month. Since the recordation of the document in the Current File (i.e., as having been received and being in process) occurs downstream in the Bibliographic Section, a "lost month" of traceability has become a problem. This lost month particularly impairs the notification of users who entered a request for the document and who may have an urgent need for it.
4.1.3 Bibliographic Database Branch

After selection, documents and their DD1473 forms are sent to the Bibliographic Database Branch. A thorough duplicate check is performed against both DROLS and the Current File, based on cataloging information such as author, performing organization, date, title and report type. By contrast to the duplicate check performed upstream in the Selection Section, this check is a primary filter for the TR database and is performed by cataloging personnel. Determining whether a document already has an entry in the database is often not simple. For example, the only difference between an interim report and a final report for the same project may be a report type code, with the source sending in a photocopy of the DD1473 from the interim report when submitting the final.

Next, the corporate source of the document is checked against a manual card file maintained by the Bibliographic Database Branch, resolving such issues as corporate name changes that may have occurred. For a DROLS user trying to trace development of a corporate technical expertise in some area, unambiguous treatment of these issues is important.

The document is then assigned a permanent accession number from one of five series (AD-A, B, C, D (patent), or P (compilations)), depending on its distribution restrictions (unclassified, limited, and classified, or special document types). Documents submitted electronically by one of the Shared Bibliographic Information Network (SBIN) sites have their temporary AD-E and AD-F numbers converted to one of the above series for permanent storage.

The entire range of catalog information from the DD1473, less the abstract field, is then keyed into the Current File via remote terminal access. The keyed input is verified for all classified documents, but workload constraints prevent verification of unclassified documents except on a spot-check basis. The personnel performing keyed entry and verification are trained catalogers, and their cognitive knowledge of DROLS and the technical data they are entering helps them to identify errors. The keyed entry is nonetheless fatiguing, as is the existing verification process. Verification involves comparison of the DD1473 original against a printout of the entered data.

Lastly, the Bibliographic Database Branch reviews the separate Acquisitions (AQ) Database to determine if a request has been made for the document. If so, an additional copy of the catalog information is made and forwarded to the Acquisitions Branch so that they can notify the requestor that the document has arrived and can update the AQ database.

In Figure 9, the action blocks on the main processing chain within the Bibliographic Database Branch contain numbers in their lower right corners indicating the number of hours per TRAC (Technical Report Awareness Circular) cycle devoted to the activity. For each block, the number shown is the throughput (in documents per hour) divided into the 2,600 documents processed during the average monthly TRAC cycle. The throughput values used in these figures were reported for the activity either by DTIC personnel or by previous DTIC-sponsored studies. The person-hours per TRAC presentation shows clearly that DTIC's perception that keyed entry is the primary bot-
tleneck can be borne out quantitatively. Between the 1,156 person-hours per TRAC spent in actual keyed entry, and the 416 person-hours per TRAC devoted to review and correction, 81 percent of the Bibliographic Database Branch's document processing time is accounted for.

4.1.4 Subject Analysis Branch

From the Bibliographic Database Branch, documents flow to the Subject Analysis Branch, where additional cognitive analysis is performed. The supplied abstract (if any) is scrutinized. Adjustments may be made to make it more meaningful to DROLS users or to improve the results of the subsequent machine-aided indexing (MAI) pass. Equations and other non-standard character insertions are "verbalized" into word equivalents so that the MAI pass will pick them up. If the analysts judge that the supplied abstract does not provide a description that will be meaningful to DROLS users, or if no abstract is supplied, they either write an abstract or construct one by highlighting and tying together sentences from other portions of the document. Index terminology that the analyst feels should be included in the MAI record is appended to the end of the abstract so that the MAI software will pick it up.

All these operations are performed on paper by marking up copies of the DD1473, or the appropriate document sections, or by notation on the Form 41. At completion the marked-up abstract is passed to word processing personnel, who key it into the Current File and queue it for an overnight MAI run. The MAI output, delivered for analyst review the next day, contains the keyword terminology covering the title and abstract as suggested by the MAI software, along with the title and abstract text, once again in hardcopy. These outputs are reviewed along with the original document package and are marked up with any corrections. The subject analyst then assigns controlled vocabulary terms from the DTIC Retrieval and Indexing Terminology (DRIT) and COSATI field and group codes appropriate both to "need to know" distribution restrictions that may be applicable and to general searching. The hardcopy document package then goes back to the word processing personnel for entry of the additional information and correction of errors that have been detected.

After the second data entry pass, a corrected Form 41 is generated, added to the document package and returned to the analyst for review. If further corrections are noted, the package cycles one more time. If it is error-free, the document's record in the Current File is released for inclusion in the "MiniMAD" file, which is loaded into the TR Master Accessioned Document (MAD) file at completion of the TRAC cycle. A hardcopy of the MiniMAD entry is generated and added to the document package, which is then passed on to the Database Support Branch.

As in the Bibliographic Database Branch, data entry operations have become a key bottleneck in the Subject Analysis activities. The cumulative person-hours show the review and verification activities to be more time-consuming than the actual data entry, but the repeated cycling takes its toll both in data entry and in repeated reviews of the same document package. Additionally, while the initial paper-based abstract review is not in itself more labor intensive than it would be online, the markup, correction,
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verbalization and other operations may well be. A fraction of the time utilized in these activities probably represents an indirect saving area, if the staff involved can be provided with online access to the document record. The bottom line in current DTIC operations, in any event, is that because of the repeated passes through data entry, document packets awaiting either initial entry or correction tend to converge on the data entry personnel late in the TRAC cycle, becoming a key pacing factor in the overall operation.

4.1.5 Database Support Branch

After Subject Analysis, the document packet is sent to Database Support for a final check and for generation of the header information (on computer tape). Headers are reproduced onto the image of each microfiche page when Micrographics subsequently films the document. While Database Support has direct access to the MiniMAD entry and can correct errors online, it must cycle the packet back to Subject Analysis if omissions are detected, for correction by the subject analysts. This flow, again paper-based, is an additional convergence path on the data entry personnel in Subject Analysis. Documents approved for release are sent to Micrographics for filming, and their header information follows the next day.

The final catalog information check performed by Database Support, while not a major time consumer in itself (6 documents/hour, or 217 person-hours per TRAC cycle), is significant in that it represents a recheck of information that has previously been entered and checked against a machine-generated output format. That is, the MiniMAD data should be directly derivative from the Form 41 and other data against which it is being checked. Since errors and omissions are picked up at this stage, this check is currently needed; however, if the accuracy and completeness of the upstream checks can be improved, then the automatically-generated nature of producing the MiniMAD data can be exploited to save this effort.

4.2 Proposed Stage I Operations

The intent in Stage I is to apply scanning and database technology selectively to reduce some of the key document throughput bottlenecks, specifically those in the data entry and verification area. Summarizing the operations in the Bibliographic Database and Subject Analysis Branches directly associated with catalog data entry from the DD1473 and its verification, approximately fifty percent of the operations of these two branches are affected by this step. The intent in Stage I is to retain all other operations in their present form at the outset. Those operations currently performed on paper will remain so.

Entry of the DD1473 data via scanning and OCR, and automatic collection of the data into a directly coupled central database is expected to have two immediate effects. First, the time-consuming keyed entry operation is supplanted by scanning and OCR: data entry becomes very similar to feeding book pages to an office copier, and the OCR-conversion, which is more time-consuming, is automatically scheduled and
proceeds without operator intervention. Second, the verification needed to assure that
the data automatically loaded into the online database is error-free can be provided
with a single, computer-aided correction pass through the converted data.

The verification mechanism described in Section 3.1 provides a much less fatiguing
and more effective approach than the present keyed-entry and verification cycle in use
at DTIC. It is anticipated that a simple "read through" will be all that is needed as a
final confirming check, with the need eliminated to laboriously compare every phrase
of the original against what was produced. The result should be reliable, error-free
data, produced very close in the processing flow to the original data entry point.

Image scanning operates at 2 to 10 seconds per form page and verification can
be expected to take perhaps 2 to 5 minutes per form page by these methods. OCR
conversion, which may take 1 to 2 minutes per page, is an unattended operation. It
should therefore be possible to make major improvements in staff utilization in these
tedious and error-prone portions of the processing operation, without upsetting the
functions of any other workers. Outputs to paper will produce the Form 41 and other
packet components currently in use, and outputs to computer media will produce the
feeder information for the MiniMAD file.

In overview (Figure 12), DTIC operations look very much as before, but certain of
the major divisions ("grey" areas in the figure) have internal changes in their operations,
as shown in Figures 13 through 15. From the overall flow perspective, the major
change is that scanning, OCR, and verification activities, operated by the personnel
in the Database Support Branch currently responsible for keyed entry, are inserted
after Selection, but before the document goes to the Bibliographic Database Branch
for cataloging. In these activities, the entire DD1473 (abstract as well as catalog
information) is scanned, converted, verified and loaded into the central library database.
The data entry and verification functions previously performed by the Bibliographic
Database and Subject Analysis Branches become editing and reviewing functions on
data that is already online. The review becomes a cognitive one, rather than a character
by character scrutiny. It should therefore be dramatically faster and much better
matched to the skills of the cataloging personnel.

Additionally, it should be possible to eliminate the "lost month" of traceability
that has been identified by DTIC personnel as a problem. In current operations, no
record is made of a document's arrival at DTIC until after selection. There is therefore
no easy way of advising someone who has ordered the document that it has arrived
until selection problems have been corrected. Because of the outside correspondence
involved, this process may take up to a month and is not within DTIC's control. A
month may therefore be lost before the document becomes visible.

Documents with no selection problems can get through selection in one day, and only
those with problems to be resolved are held. By a slightly modified routing, the "lost
month" can be eliminated. Specifically, as shown in Figure 12, all documents are passed
on for scanning. Those with no selection problems proceed into the cataloging activities,
and those which need additional selection treatment are returned to Selection. The
Current File database has then received an input event for the document very close to
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its original arrival time at DTIC, and the document's status can be queried at any time thereafter. For documents that are not eventually selected for inclusion in DROLS, the only additional labor is their scanning and verification, which is not major because of the computer-aided methods, and minor additional physical movement of the document among divisions. This appears to be a small penalty for the major improvement in traceability, and is therefore a recommended step.

In the initial implementation under Stage I, no attempt will be made to provide direct scanning and OCR support for the abstract synthesis operations that are performed by the Subject Analysis Branch when the abstract supplied by the source is inadequate. However, the software components being developed for use in associating zones on the DD1473 with the internal database fields into which the data is to be loaded can be slightly reconfigured to serve this purpose. In Stage I, then, abstract synthesis and verbalization are left as at present. It is anticipated, however, that a short term follow-on effort can support scanning and OCR entry of sentences from marked up sections of the actual document, and the automatic appending of these into a synthesized abstract. As in the initial Stage I operation, this abstract can then be edited as desired.

4.3 Proposed Stage II Operations

Stage II is anticipated to be a gradual extension of the Stage I system to support additional operations within the DTIC processing procedure. Steps intentionally left on paper in the initial implementation will be brought online one at a time, as workstations are provided for the members of each activity. The abstract synthesis function described above is an example of such a functional extension.

Another extension might be the movement to online operation of the keyword indexing activities. This extension would include direct access by the indexing personnel to the Current File database, so that they could make additions online. In working with the controlled vocabulary (DRIT), online operation would allow provision both of direct validation against the thesaurus of keywords proposed for use on a particular document's record, as well as the browsing of the DRIT to find the optimum terminology to apply. Both these enhancements make use of existing features in the CADEX database software being used in the prototype system, and they can be provided without major effort to meet the compatibility requirement between the terms of the DRIT vocabulary and the TR database.

A further addition would be the automatic validation of field information against restricted value sets as the information is added to the database. Fields containing cognitive errors would be flagged for correction, much as the computer-aided text verification cited for Stage I helps to focus effort on the text conversion errors. A number of DTIC personnel have indicated that such functionality would be of great utility in their operations.

Generally, the tone of Stage II is to bridge between the sections initially operating online, filling in gaps in a progressive manner. Additionally, the Current File focus will
be extended back into the operations of the Database Support Branch to encompass those activities dependent on the MiniMAD file, such as generation of the microfiche header tape.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The use of integrated OCR and database management technology to improve DTIC document input processing has been examined. Significant near-term improvements in efficiency can be realized using commercially available components fused into an integrated system. An approach and system architecture have been defined that will permit a staged implementation of this technology within the framework of the current DTIC work flow. While the emphasis in this effort is on reducing labor-intensive manual keystroking operations presently in use, the proposed system provides an open ended approach which will interface easily with both existing and future DTIC operations.

An in–depth review of current document processing work flow was used to guide the definition of the pilot system architecture developed in this study. The initial study and implementation recommendations were presented to cognizant DTIC personnel for review, and the revised work flow definition presented in this report reflects a consensus viewpoint.

A demonstration system is scheduled for DTIC review near the end of the present fiscal year, followed by hands–on operation of the system at DTIC in the production environment.
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